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Abstract
The latest cosmological observables analyses seem to converge to a concor-
dant view of the cosmological model: namely the power lawΛ-CDM. The recent
WMAP results comfort this new standard model. Nevertheless, some degener-
acy in the CMB physics do not allow one to exclude alternative models. A
combined analysis with other cosmological observations is thus needed. An ex-
ample of such work is shown here, focusing on the abundance of local clusters.
The latter is a traditional way to derive the amplitude of matter fluctuations, but
which suffers from a lack of accurate knowledge of their masses. Here we show
that the mass temperature relation can be specified for any cosmological model
from consistency arguments, removing most of this uncertainty. This allows to
obtain an estimation of the amplitude of matter fluctuations with an accuracy
of 5%. Quite remarkably, this amplitude can be also tightly constrained from
existing CMB measurements. However, the amplitude inferred in this way in a
concordance model (Λ-CDM) is significantly larger than the value derived from
x-ray clusters. Such a discrepancy may reveal the existence of a new dark com-
ponent in the Universe. It may alternatively reveal a significant depletion of the
gas during the formation of clusters. In all cases, an essential element of clusters
formation history seems to be missing.
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Introduction
The cosmological scenario seems more and more well defined. Recent cos-
mological analyses have lead to the so-called concordance model. The latter
passes a lot of cosmological tests. Nevertheless, some observations seem not
to be concordant. Furthermore, constraints on the concordance model are ob-
tained in some (well motivated) particular framework. Some alternatives are
thus still possible and the conclusions may be drawn with care. In a first section
we will examine the concordance model through the constraints and degenera-
2cies given by the study of CMB anisotropies on cosmological parameters. We
then show how some combined analyses of different cosmological observa-
tions could lead to a more precise view of the concordance model. After few
remarks on the dark matter candidates, we will focus on the amplitude of fluc-
tuations and the need for new physics (or dark matter component) to reconcile
clusters and CMB constraints.
1. The concordance model
From CMB
Constraints. The CMB anisotropies observations are used since their dis-
covery in the early nineties by COBE-DMR to put constraints of cosmological
parameters. The detection of the Sachs-Wolfe plateau in the angular power
spectrum (APS hereafter) in 1992 allows one to put constraints on the shape
of the initial power spectrum (IPS hereafter) of fluctuations by constraining
its amplitude and slope [22]. Then the first hint for the presence of a first
acoustic peak in the APS around the degree scale (multipole moment ℓ ∼ 200)
was enough for excluding low density models (open models) and comforting
inflationary predictions for a flat Universe (no curvature) [33]. Then new ob-
servations were made from ground, balloon and recently satellite again, with a
large range of instruments, strategies, frequencies, resolutions. All these data
were used progressively to make better and better constraints on cosmological
parameters. Today around thirty experiments have observed the microwave sky
and the last one opens a new generation of observation. WMAP 2003 release
(first release) marked a step in CMB anisotropies studies [60]. The APS de-
rived from full sky maps both in temperature and in cross-polarization helped
in constructing a better convergence to the new standard Λ-CDM model. WMAP
becomes a reference by constraining most of the cosmological parameter by it-
self. Such result, shown in table 1 and Figure 1, was obtained in the following
framework: a cosmic scenario in which the anisotropies are due to some Gaus-
sian random and adiabatic fluctuations evolving in a cold dark matter and dark
energy dominated (topologically trivial) Universe, in which the initial power
spectrum is a power law caracterised by its amplitude (A) and slope (n). Fur-
ther hypothesis (or priors on the parameters) assumed are summarized in Table
1. In such (well motivated) scenario, most of the errors on the cosmological
parameters are smaller than 10%.
Degeneracies. Even in such well defined scenario some degeneracies re-
main. Some parameters have the property of changing the APS, when varying,
in an opposit manner from other (combinations of) parameters at first order.
For example, an early reionisation will suppress power at smale scales in the
temperature APS, whereas a blue power spectrum (index n bigger than 1) will
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Figure 1. Constraints from WMAP as 2 dimensional likelihood contours (from [19])
Table 1. Parameters from WMAP
Parameter symbol Value with errors Hypothesis
Baryon density Ωbh2 0.024 ± 0.001 τ < 0.3
Dark matter density Ωbh2 0.14 ± 0.02 h > 0.5
Hubble constant h 0.72 ± 0.05 Ωtot = 1
Optical depth τ 0.1660.0760.071 P0(k) ∝ kn
Spectral index n 0.99 ± 0.04
enhance the power at small scale relative to the large scales. Even at WMAP
sensitivity, such effects are still visible (elongated ellipses in Figure 1).
If some of the hypothesis made in the above scenario are relaxed more de-
generacies appear. That is the case for the one between the Hubble constant H0
and the total density if the Universe (or curvature) Ωtot. The Figure 2 shows
in blue the confidence intervalles obtained with WMAP in the H0,Ωtot plane
without assumptions on these parameters. In red are the contours when a prior
H0 > 50 km/s/Mpc is assumed. Such example shows that the CMB by itself
4do not prove the flatness of the Universe. Nevertheless the CMB data excluded
drastically open low density models.
Figure 2. Curvature degeneracy: constraints in the (H0,Λ) and (Ωtot,Λ) planes. In blue,
analyses without priors on H0 nor Ωtot. In red, analyses with H0 > 50km/s/Mpc prior. In
green, analyses with Ωtot = 1 prior.
Another kind of degeneracies appear when more freedom is let to the initial
conditions. The APS is the result of the evolution in a particular cosmology of
some initial conditions such as the IPS. The APS could be written as follows:
Cℓ =
∫
P0(k)∆
2
ℓ,k
dk
k
(1)
where P0(k) is the IPS and ∆ is the transfer function depending on the cos-
mological parameters such as the densities, the Hubble constant, etc. As we
have seen the “standard” scenario considers power law IPS. If such hypothesis
is relaxed, then the constraints on cosmological parameters weaken. Figure 3
show an example from [6] where two APS are drawn over WMAP data. The
dotted model is the best power law Λ-CDM model obtained in [51], whereas
the blue solid line model in a pure matter dominated flat model (ΩΛ = 0) with
a IPS caracterised with two different slopes at large and small scales. These
two models are thus equiprobable as seed of the WMAP observed APS.
As noted by the WMAP team, few outliers in the observed APS make some
strong contributions in the global χ2 which is consequently subsequently high.
These outliers, expected to be due to some experimental effects not well sub-
stracted could also have cosmic origin. Some features in the IPS could for
example produce such deviations from the theoretical APS. Under the assump-
tion that these outliers are cosmological signal, Tocchini–Valentini et al. ([53])
have inverted the relation in equation 1 to retrieve the IPS from the APS (by as-
suming concordance cosmological parameters). The results is plotted in Figure
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Figure 3. left: Angular power spectra from power law Λ-CDM and broken power law de
Sitter Universe. right: Angular power spectrum from the reconstructed initial power spectrum
shown in Figure 4 (left).
4 (left). The IPS derived from WMAP C ′ℓs (in blue with error bars en green)
exhibit deviations from a simple power law (black ∼ horizontal line). If such
an IPS is now evolved to present time one have the corresponding matter power
spectrum that can be confronted to observations. As shown in Figure 4 (cen-
ter), the deviations in the IPS produce deviations in the matter power spectrum
that are in agreement with the features detected by the Sloan Digital Sly Sur-
vey (SDSS, [48]) comforting the idea of cosmological origin of the deviations
in the WMAP APS. The method used by Tocchini-Valentini et al. could be ap-
plied whatever the cosmology is. Given the degeneracy illustrated by Equation
1, one can retrieve a IPS able to fit WMAP C ′ℓs for a purely matter domi-
nated Universe. Figure 4 (right) shows the IPS retrieved in such a cosmology
(ΩΛ = 0).
The CMB anisotropies studies can bring a lot of information on the cosmo-
logical scenario. Strong constraints could be put if a reasonable framework is
assumed. Nevertheless, degeneracies remain in more general approaches. The
physics of the CMB anisotropy imply degeneracies in the shape of the APS.
Moreover, the initial conditions remain degenerated with the evolution of the
Universe (see also [12]).
From Combined Analysis
In order to break these degeneracies, one can combine constraints from dif-
ferent observations. Angular distances, shape of the matter power spectrum,
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Figure 4. Reconstructed IPS (left) from WMAP APS under concordance prior and corre-
sponding matter power spectrum compared to SDSS data (middle). Example of reconstructed
IPS from WMAP with ΩM = 1 prior (right).
Hubble law are not sensitive to the cosmological parameters in the same way
as the APS of CMB anisotropies. This allows one to break degeneracies intrin-
sic to one of the observable. Figure 5 summarizes such a combination. Most
of studies implying this kind of combinations converge to the now standard
“concordant model” ([15, 52, 51]). Some observations remain nevertheless
inconsistent and combining them may lead to other conclusions ([31, 6, 57]).
Such an example is given in the next sections.
Figure 5. Constraints ion the Hubble constant and matter density in combined analyses (from
Tegmark et al. 2003)
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2. Dark matter
Dark matter is now a major component of the cosmological model. We have
direct proofs of existence (rotation curves of galaxy, mass luminosity ratios, or
lensing of background galaxy by clusters). This dark matter is probably non
baryonic (massive compact halo objects search seems to indicate that such dark
matter could only contribute to 20% of the total mass of clusters [1, 61]) and
may contribute to 25% of the total density of the Universe (with 5% of baryons
and 70% of dark energy in the concordance model).
This dark matter could be cold (few GeV, and non relativistic at galaxy
formation), warm (few keV) or hot (few eV and relativistic at galaxy forma-
tion). Few candidates can be classified as follows ([21]): existing (light neu-
trinos),well motivated (heavy neutrinos, neutralinos, axions) and other (self-
interactive particles, wimpzillas, ...). Recent experiments have put a lower
limit on the mass of the neutrinos ([30]). On the other side, heavy neutrinos
have not been detected in laboratory, and the shape of the matter power spec-
trum from CMB and galaxy surveys ([52]) sets an upper bound to the mass of
such particles. From these limits one can deduce the cosmological contribution
of neutrinos in the energy density budget:
0.0005 < Ωνh
2 < 0.03
whereas the total dark matter contribution is ΩDMh2 ∼ 0.12. Neutrinos (light
or heavy) can not therefore explain the full dark matter content. The next
well motivated candidate is the neutralino (cold dark matter). It is the lightest
supersymetric particle. It has not been detected yet but recent experiments
(from cosmology or particle physics) could not exclude it. See [21] for a better
an more complete review of non baryonic dark matter and [8] for alternatives
to the supersymetric candidates.
3. The amplitude of fluctuations
The amplitude of matter fluctuations in the present-day universe is an im-
portant quantity of cosmological relevance. The abundance of clusters is an
efficient way to evaluate this quantity, commonly expressed by σ8, the r.m.s.
amplitude of the matter fluctuations on the 8h−1Mpc scale. This quantity can
also be determined by the study of weak lensing shear or as a derived parameter
from CMB analysis. The determination of σ8 has gained some tension because
the amplitude of matter obtained from clusters with hydrostatic equation leads
to low values σ8 ∼ 0.7 ± 0.06 ([35, 41, 49])while WMAP obtained recently
σ8 ∼ 0.9 ± 0.1 ([51]).
8From CMB
WMAP team determination of cosmological parameter lead to the concor-
dance model. Such a model, normalized to CMB scales imply a value of the
amplitude of fluctuations σ8 ∼ 0.9 ± 0.1. This quantity is related to the am-
plitude of the APS in temperature around ℓ ∼ 1000, whatever the shape of the
IPS ([6]). However, some degeneracies may alter this “first order” assumption.
Some physical processes which lower the power of fluctuations at small scale
may lower the value of σ8. This is the case of the reionisation of the Universe
(or the presence of neutrinos). Figure 7 shows the degeneracy between the
optical depth of reionisation (τ ) and the amplitude of fluctuations (σ8) when
only the temperature APS is considered (which means no constraints on τ ).
For a Universe in a concordance model but without reionisation, the ampli-
tude of fluctuation can be as low as σ8 ∼ 0.65. The cross power spectrum
(temperature–polarisation E) of WMAP contains a signature at large scale of
an early reionisation. This suggests a value of quite high leading to the value of
σ8 quoted by [51]. This signature is nevertheless weak because some galactic
foregrounds contamination may play a role at these scales. The full polarized
spectrum (E–E), released soon, may clarify this.
Figure 6. Degeneracy between the amplitude of fluctuations and the optical depth from
WMAP temperature APS.
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From weak lensing shear
Weak lensing shear is another way to derive the amplitude of fluctuations.
Recent observations have lead to an ensemble of consistent relations between
the matter content and the amplitude of fluctuations ([3, 10, 13, 24, 25, 27, 28,
34, 39, 40, 43, 56]) which can be averaged by: σ8
(
ΩM
0.3
)0.47
= 0.836± 0.035.
From Clusters of Galaxy
A statistical precision of few % on σ8 is possible from existing samples of
x-ray clusters, but in practice the relation between mass and temperature is
needed for such evaluation:
T = ATMM
2/3
15
(ΩM (1 + ∆v)/179)
1/3h2/3(1 + z) keV (2)
This value of ATM has been estimated from x-ray properties of clusters by
different methods, essentially hydrostatic equation on one side and numerical
simulations on the other side, which lead to sensitively different normalizations
(from σ8 ∼ 0.6 to σ8 ∼ 1.).
We have shown in [5] a third way to derive the value of ATM that we called
self-consistent.
Clusters are useful cosmological probes in several important ways. Their
baryonic fraction fb can be inferred from observations: fb = MbMtot . Under the
assumption that the baryonic and dark matter amounts are representative of
the universe, the baryon fraction can be related to the cosmological parameters
density Ωb and Ωm: fb = Υ ΩbΩm where Υ is a numerical factor that has to be
introduced in order to correct for the depletion of gas during cluster formation
and which can be determined only from numerical simulations ([59]). In prac-
tice a good working value, at least in the outer part of clusters, is Υ = 0.925
([20]). The baryonic content of the Universe is now known quite accurately
through WMAP and other CMB measurements (ωb = Ωbh2 = 0.023± 0.002,
[51]) the statistical uncertainty being doubled in order to account for differ-
ences in various priors) essentially consistent with the abundance of Deuterium
([29]) and with the baryonic content of the IGM ([54]). We can furthermore
assume the following relation given by the position of the first Doppler peak
in the CMB APS ([37]): Ωmh3.4 = 0.086 ± 0.006. Then, if we consider a
sample of clusters around 4 keV from which we know the baryon mass ([55])
we can rewrite Eq. 2 as: ATM = f(ΩM), plotted in Figure 7 (red solid line
with error bars envelops). From there we conclude that ATM varies with ΩM
and is consistent with the baryon fraction in clusters whatever the cosmology
is, contrarily to the previous determinations (horizontal shaded regions).
Knowing the mass-temperature relation and its uncertainty we can deter-
mine the amplitude of matter fluctuations by fitting the local temperature dis-
tribution function and assuming a Γ-like spectrum with Γ = 0.2. Here we use
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Figure 7. The red line is the central value of ATM which is the normalization of the mass
temperature relation Eq. 1. The WMAP relation between H0 and Ω0 has been used, as well as
the constraint on the baryon content of the Universe. One and two σ uncertainties arising from
uncertainty on Ωb (= 0.023 ± 0.002) are shown as blue and yellow areas. Horizontal areas
correspond to estimations of ATM from hydrostatic methods (light green) obtained by [44] and
[35] and from numerical simulations (light blue) obtained from [11, 18]
the Sheth and Tormen (1999) mass function and a sample of x-ray selected
local clusters (fx ≤ 2.210−11 erg/s/cm2 and |b| ≤ 20 deg, [7] updated from
BAX, [47]). The result is shown as lines in Figure 8. As one can see, at a given
value of ΩM the amplitude of σ8 is well constrained. Furthermore to the first
order the best σ8 is independent of ΩM (σ8 ∼ 0.63 ± 4.5% for ΩΛ = 0.7.
interestingly close to the value obtained by [58]: σ8 ∼ 0.61 ). Our conclu-
sion appears somewhat surprising as it differs from standard analyzes based
on a fixed normalization ATM , which cannot account simultaneously for the
baryon fraction in a consistent way for arbitrary ΩM .
Evidence of New physics
In the following we use the constraint on σ8 in a concordance model ob-
tained from the CMB fluctuations analysis including the temperature–polarization
cross power spectrum (TE) by the WMAP team. The comparison of the value
of σ8 from CMB data with the one from clusters is revealing a critical dis-
crepancy among the two measurements (Figure 8). It is clear that within
any model with ΩΛ ∼ 0.7 the amplitude of σ8 we derived from clusters
σ8 = 0.63± 0.03 is significantly smaller than what is expected from the CMB
alone (σ8 = 0.88 ± 0.035).
As mentioned before, an accurate knowledge of τ is critical to properly
evaluate the amplitude of matter fluctuations in the concordance model.
Here above, we have considered models in which the dark matter is only
made of cold dark matter, the dark energy being a pure cosmological constant
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Figure 8. The amplitude of matter fluctuations from clusters abundance using the mass–
temperature relation found in the present analysis compared to the amplitude of matter fluctua-
tions derived from CMB data ([26, 23, 38, 45, 32]) grey area correspond to 1,2,3 σ contours on
two parameters, dashed lines are contours on one parameter. The one and two sigma amplitudes
obtained from an average of recent weak shear measurements are also shown as dashed regions
(see text for references).
(in term of the equation of state of vacuum p = wρ, this means w = −1), and
that x-ray gas and known stars are the only existing baryons in clusters.
A first possibility to investigate is to examine whether a different equation of
state for the vacuum, so-called quintessence, might solve this discrepancy. We
have therefore investigated flat models with arbitrary w and quintessence con-
tent ΩQ. Indeed combinations of CMB and clusters data are known to provide
tight constraints on such models ([15]). With the approach developed here,
models which were found to match CMB and clusters were found to satisfy
the following constraints: 0.46 < ΩQ < 0.54 and −0.5 < w < −0.4. Such
models are currently at odds with constraints on quintessential models ([15,
52, 42]) resulting from combination of various data including the supernovae
type Ia data. We have therefore to turn toward more drastic paths to solve the
above issue.
In the following, we examine whether the introduction of an additional com-
ponent of the dark matter content of the universe would allow to remove the
above discrepancy. Neutrinos are known to exist and to be massive, so perhaps
the most natural massive component of the universe to be introduced is in the
form of a neutrino contribution. This solution has already been advocated in
order to solve this discrepancy in an Einstein de Sitter Universe ([16, 6]). In-
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deed the presence of a light, but non-zero, component of the dark matter mod-
ifies significantly the transfer function of primordial fluctuations which results
in a lower amplitude on small scales. Given existing measurements of mass
differences we consider only the case where the masses are equal. Within a
concordance model (ΩΛ = 0.7, Ωm = 0.3) by combining the constraints from
CMB and clusters data, and marginalizing on (ωb, H0, n, τ ) we found that
a contribution of Ων = 0.015 ± 0.01 is preferred with a significance level,
well above 3σ (see Figure 9a), improving the significance of such possible
evidence compared to Allen et al (2003). This confirms that the presence of a
small contribution of neutrinos, with a typical mass of .25 eV, to the density
of the universe allows to reconcile the amplitude of matter fluctuations from
clusters with the one inferred from CMB data. We notice that such value is
above the upper limit inferred by the WMAP team using a combination of sev-
eral astronomical data ([51]). Finally, weak shear estimations have provided
measurements of the amplitude of matter fluctuations which not favor such a
solution.
We are therefore left with the conclusion that our initial assumption that
baryons in clusters are fairly representative of baryons in the universe is un-
likely and therefore that the observed amount of baryon in clusters does not
reflect the actual primordial value (a possibility that has been advocated by
[17]). Several mechanisms could lead to this situation: the most direct way
could be the fact that a significant fraction of the baryons are in a dark form,
either in the Universe or in clusters (for instance either in the form of Ma-
cho’s, or in a large gaseous unidentified component, [9]), or that a significant
fraction of the baryons has been expelled from clusters during their formation
process. In such cases, the observed Mb is biased low. The actual mass of clus-
ters can then be obtained assuming a depletion factor 1− f implying that fΩb
represents the missing baryons. Again the combination of CMB and clusters
constraints allow to evaluate the amplitude of fΩb. From Figure 9b, one can
see such a component, fΩb ∼ 0.023 should represent nearly half (Υ ∼ 0.5)
of the primordial baryon in order to solve the discrepancy. Although heating
processes are advocated in order to account for observed properties of x-ray
clusters, they currently do not lead to such a high level of depletion ([4]).
4. Summary
We have seen how the concordance model seems to fit pretty well the CMB
power spectrum data, as well as a combination of other cosmological obser-
vations. But it is also noticeable how much some degeneracies may unable
one to give strong constraints on cosmological parameters. Furthermore, all
the observations are not concordant. The determination of the amplitude of
matter fluctuations within pure cold dark matter models, using two methods,
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Figure 9. Constraints on Ων and Ωdark baryonh2 from a combined analyses of CMB and
clusters, by fixing ΩΛ = 0.7.
namely the CMB and the local clusters abundance, leads to two surprising sig-
nificantly different values. There are several ways out to solve out this discrep-
ancy, although each of them represents a noticeable difference with the stan-
dard concordance model. The existence of a non-baryonic dark component,
like a neutrino contribution, would allow to solve this discrepancy, although
such a solution leads to a low value of σ8 which is not favored by some other
evidences. If the actual value is actually larger, σ8 ∼ 0.8 − 0.9, the unavoid-
able conclusion is that the baryonic content of clusters is not representative of
the Universe. In this case, an astrophysical solution could be that baryons in
clusters could be in a dark form, or at least undetected until now. Alternatively,
baryon in clusters could have been severely depleted implying that the actual
value Υ is much smaller than the value we used above, the apparent baryon
fraction being biased low compared to the actual primordial value. Finally,
several observations might help to clarify this issue: the above conclusion re-
lies on the actual value of the optical depth τ found by WMAP. Other sources
of informations on σ8 will also obviously put light on this issue: weak lens-
ing can potentially allow to measure directly the actual amplitude of matter
fluctuations with a similar precision to what has been obtained here with clus-
ters, provided that systematic uncertainties are fully understood. Other direct
measurements of the amplitude of matter fluctuations like those derived from
the Lyman–α forest power spectrum ([14]) could also bring light on this issue.
It is remarkable that some of these observations that are expected in the near
future will potentially bring fundamental informations on clusters physics or
14
alternatively may reveal the existence of a previously unidentified type of dark
matter with ΩDM as low as 0.01.
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